Brunswick Bowling is introducing these new releases to fill out the lines as we enter into a
busy August. Due to obtaining supplies and shipping timelines, equipment may be delayed
and I will post any changes a.s.a.p. If something catches your eye, please pre-order them at
your favorite shop. You can find links on our website’s equipment page (updated often) and
you will find my Hammer brand comparison reviews. Just a reminder, all performance balls
have a two-year warranty from the date of purchase. Please contact me with any questions
regarding your current equipment and what may be a great addition to your arsenal.
Brunswick Viz-A-Balls (WWRD 08/20/2021)

3 new Brunswick Viz-A-Balls are being introduced; The Flaming Skull, Medusa and Tiger. The Medusa features
artwork form Brunswick National Staff Member, Dasha Kovalova. All balls 12, 14-16 have the Tzone Bullet
core. These and other Viz-A-Ball designs are here to make your spare game look better on the lanes.
Recommended Maintenance: Crown Factory Polish
www.BrunswickBowling.com

Brunswick Melee Jab Midnight Blue (WWRD 08/20/2021)

Did you pick up one on the most talked about balls of the year, the Brunswick
Knockout? The Brunswick Melee Jab Midnight Blue would be a great
compliment to it. Using a new formulation of the Savvy Hook 3.0 Pearl and
different box finish, the Midnight Blue will have more traction than the previous
Blood Red. The Core is still the iconic Melee that has kept bowlers striking on a
majority of patterns. The same core is available in weights 12-16 and
surrounded by DynamiCore for added power and durability.
Recommended Cleaner: Brunswick Reaction Recharge
www.BrunswickBowling.com

Brunswick Zenith Hybrid (WWRD 08/20/2021)

Rounding out the Zenith line, Brunswick introduces the Zenith Hybrid. Where
the Pearl was fantastic off the spot and the Solid was a hook monster on the
heavier volumes, the Hybrid fits right in the middle. The colors are a combo of
Black/Ice/Smoke. Of course both D.O.T. and DynamiCore are used in this new
Pro Performance release.
Recommended Cleaner: Brunswick Reaction Recharge
www.BrunswickBowling.com

DV8 Hell Raiser Blaze (WWRD 08/20/2021)

The new addition to the DV8 line after the Hell Raiser Return and the Damn
Good Verge could only be an oil-destroying monster, the Hell Raiser Blaze. As
many of the high performance balls, the Blaze utilizes D.O.T. and DynamiCore.
The cover is the Inciter Max Traction with a 500/1000 grit Siaair Finish and looks
great with the color mix of Orange/Yellow/Black. A big ball for big scores!
Recommended Cleaner: PowerHouse Clean n’ Dull
www.DV8Bowling.com

Ebonite Puma (WWRD 08/06/2021)

The CAT series was very popular years ago and now comes the return of a
favorite name… the Puma. As today’s conditions have changed, the Puma’s
cover and core have been modified to combat them. High friction, lighter
volumes and broken down conditions will be where the Puma can prowl the best.
The Copper/Black colors and the length with a strong backend motion are eye
catching. If you don’t think you’re a CAT person, this one may change your mind.
Recommended Cleaner: PowerHouse Power Wash
www.EboniteBowling.com

Ebonite Game Breaker ASYM (WWRD 08/06/2021)

One of the most iconic and dependable ball lines in history has been the Game
Breaker series. There have been many cover changes, but the core has stayed
the same…until now. By shaving the sides slightly, the ASYM increases the
intermediate diff to see a more pronounced direction change at the end of the
pattern. It’s a great looking Blue/Silver combo, GB 12.0 Pearl cover with
DynamiCore added for durability.
Recommended Cleaner: PowerHouse Power Wash
www.EboniteBowling.com

Radical Intel Special Edition (WWRD 08/06/2021)

The Radical Intel series broke house records around the country. Bringing back
the Special Edition Pearl version with two updates will possibly set new records.
While the core is the same, this time the cover is the TP-1 (Results, Conspiracy
Theory) and DynamiCore is the outer core for more hitting power and durability.
Also, the new colors are Purple/Blue.
Recommended Cleaner: Brunswick Reaction Recharge
www.RadicalBowling.com

Radical Informer (WWRD 08/06/2021)

This ball has everything Radical! A modified Incognito core (2.477 RG, .051 Diff.
019 Intermediate Diff.), S.H.A.R.P. cover with TS-1 added and DynamiCore to
cut through heavy volumes and saving a strong down lane motion for a solid.
The Informer has a big engine and lots of tires for traction in a Dark Blue color.
They will be available in 14-16lbs.
Recommended Cleaner: PowerHouse Clean n’ Dull
www.RadicalBowling.com

Track Legion Pearl (WWRD 08/20/2021)

A favorite core of Track Bowling fans was the Legion LT-2 Core. Combining this
core with the Prime Response Pearl cover (last used on the Proof Pearl) brings
an asymmetric motion to the Track line that is currently missing. D.O.T. and
DynamiCore has been added for drilling ease and durability plus the colors are a
popular blend of Purple/Silver.
Recommended Cleaner: PowerHouse Power Wash
www.TrackBowling.com

Branded Viz-A-Balls (WWRD 08/20/2021)

Represent your favorite brand with these new Viz-A-Ball additions. Images show both sides of each ball.
All are available in 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14-16 lbs.
Recommended Maintenance: Crown Factory Polish

I’d also like to ask you and your friends to like the Brands of Brunswick Demo Program-West
Region and Bowling Buckosh pages on Facebook to get the newest information. Ask your
local shop about hosting a Demo Event. Again, you can contact me with any questions at
www.info@filltheframes.com or (310) 784-1901.
Thanks, be well & safe!

